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EVBox Group and UTU Oy to provide charging
solutions to EV drivers in Finland
EVBox Group, a leading global provider of flexible and scalable charging
solutions for electric vehicles, is partnering with UTU Oy, an infrastructure
electrification and industrial automation pioneer, to boost the adoption of
electric mobility across Finland.

AMSTERDAM, June 15, 2021 — UTU Oy provides high-quality products and services to the

Northern European electrical and automation industries. With sustainability a fundamental

aspect of its mission and identity, UTU Oy has decided to offer EVBox Group’s full portfolio of

EV charging solutions to encourage more sustainable transportation across Finland.

⏲

http://news.evbox.com/
http://www.utu.eu/


To provide Finnish EV drivers with the most technologically advanced charging infrastructure,

UTU Oy has incorporated EVBox charging stations into its product portfolio and created its

own charging management platform using EVBox Group’s white-label software offering,

Everon platform.

EVBox Group enters the Finnish market

UTU Oy has established a dominant position in the Finnish market. Now, it can combine its

local knowledge with EVBox's technical expertise to build upon this solid foundation. The

partnership will include the vending of both AC and DC EVBox charging stations, and will allow

UTU Oy to meet the charging needs of private properties and housing companies, as well as

other businesses and public parking areas.

https://everon.io/


For years, UTU Oy has been offering a range of solutions to charge electric
vehicles. Now, we’re able to take a big step forward by offering our customers
EVBox Group’s latest EV charging solutions, including high-quality charging
stations that support advanced load management features, as well as a
tailored charging management platform.
— Niklas Enkvist (Business Development Director at UTU Oy)

We're happy to see that through UTU Oy, Finnish EV drivers will have access
to reliable EV charging infrastructure across the country. EVBox Group is the
superior option when it comes to providing and managing EV charging, and
we're delighted that UTU Oy has decided to move forward with our portfolio of
innovative solutions.
— Geir Bjørnstad (Regional Director Nordics at EVBox)

About UTU Oy



ABOUT EVBOX GROUP

Founded in 2010, EVBox Group empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by
providing flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its extensive portfolio of commercial and
ultra-fast EVBox charging stations, as well as scalable charging management software engineered by Everon,
EVBox Group ensures that electric mobility is accessible to everyone. 

EVBox Group is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing groundbreaking
electric vehicle charging technology. With offices across the globe, including Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Munich, and
Chicago, and strong foundations in dozens of markets, EVBox Group is working to shape a sustainable future of
transportation.

UTU Group offers high quality and versatile products and services in the field of building and

infrastructure electrification and industrial automation. We are a Finnish, growth orientated

and family-owned company in fourth generation operating in Northern Europe. In 2020 our

turnover was 43 MEUR and we employed 180 people in Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and

Norway. We want to understand our customers' needs and do our best to support and create

value to them. We demand the highest performance from ourselves and take the most

challenging tasks to solve. We constantly work on offering our professional customers the best

products and services in the field of electrical installation.
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